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Specified regions of the myocardi-
um can be labeled in magnetic reso-
nance (MR) imaging to serve as
markers during contraction. The
technique is based on locally per-
turbing the magnetization of the
myocardium with selective radio-
frequency (RF) saturation of multi-
ple, thin tag planes during diastole
followed by conventional, orthogo-
nal-plane imaging during systole.
The technique was implemented on
a 0.38-T imager and tested on phan-
toms and volunteers. In humans,
tags could be seen 60-450 msec after
RF saturation, thus permitting sam-
pling of the entire contractile phase
of the cardiac cycle. Tagged regions
appear as hypointense stripes, and
their patterns of displacement re-
flect intervening cardiac motion. In
addition to simple translation and
rotation, complex motions such as
cardiac twist can be demonstrated.
The effects of RF pulse angle, relax-
ation times, and heart rate on depic-
tion of the tagged regions are dis-
cussed.
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I NVESTIGATIONS of the biomechani-

cal properties of normal and ab-
normal heart muscle are fundamental
to understanding the effects of camdio-

vascular disease and therapeutic inter-
ventions on ventricular performance.

Noninvasive measurements of wall

motion and thickening during con-
traction are essential to such an un-

denstanding and have been the sub-

ject of extensive research with radio-
isotope and echocardiogmaphic

imaging techniques (1-3). However,
despite the increasing sophistication
of imaging technology, an impedi-

ment to the analysis of myocardial dy-
namics remains the inability to ensure
that the same portion of the ventnicu-
lam myocandium is imaged throughout

the cardiac cycle. Indeed, all current

tornographic imaging methods, in-

cluding magnetic resonance (MR) im-

aging and cine computed tomogra-
phy, demonstrate a fixed section of

space through which the myocardiurn
moves during the cardiac cycle.
Therefore, systolic and diastolic im-
ages sample different segments of the
myocardium, leading to uncertainty

in measurements of wall thickening

and excursion (4). Metallic markers on
sonomicrometems implanted in the

myocardiurn have been used in ani-
mals and humans for research pun-

poses, but these techniques cannot be
applied clinically (5,6).

This report presents an MR imag-

ing method based on tagging myo-

cardial tissue with radio-frequency
(RF) saturation before acquiring im-

ages. The technique can be used to la-

bel and track specific regions of the

myocardiurn during contraction, thus
enabling studies of motion with the
equivalent of multiple, noninvasive-
ly generated markers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Theoretic Considerations

The essential element of the technique
is the application, before imaging, of a se-

lective RF pulse in the presence of linear

magnetic-field gradients, thus perturbing
the magnetization of protons in one or
several tissue sections. The perturbed
protons retain memory of the RF excita-
tion for a time, mainly dependent on the
longitudinal relaxation time, Ti, of the
tissue of interest. If, before full recovery
of magnetization in the RF-perturbed
area, an MR image of the tissue is ob-
tamed in a plane orthogonal to the tagged

plane, there will be a signal difference
between the tagged and nontagged re-
gions, caused by their disparate degrees
of saturation. Motion occurring between
tagging and imaging time will be reflect-
ed by displacement and distortion of the
tagged regions, which will appear as
stripes of different signal intensity. The
location, number, thickness, and signal
intensity of these tagged regions can be
changed by modulating the RF pulse an-

gle and the strength and direction of the
magnetic-field gradients.

The depiction of the tags and therefore
the time during which cardiac motion can
be monitored depends on the signal dif-
ference (SD) generated between tagged
and nontagged regions. Understanding
the effects of the variables affecting such
signal difference is thus critical to the
method.

Assuming that the repetition time (TR)
is much greater than T2, an acceptable ap-

proximation of the signal intensity of the
nontagged regions for a standard spin-
echo imaging sequence is given by

SI(nontagged) M(1 - expTRhhl)

x (exp_ThhT2), (1)

where SI is signal intensity, M is proton
density of the myocardium, Ti and T2 are
its longitudinal and transverse magnetic
relaxation times, respectively, TR is the
repetition time of the imaging sequence
and TE (echo time) is the time between
the first RF pulse of the imaging se-
quence and the recording of the spin
echo. TR is equal to the duration of the
cardiac cycle, since all studies are electro-
cardiographically gated.

The signal intensity of the tagged re-
gions can be approximated by

SI(tagged) = M [1 + (coscix - 1)

x exp(_T�Ti)

-cos$ exp(_TR/Tl)], (2)
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Figures 1, 2. (1) Optimal RF pulse angle to achieve maximum SD between tagged and nontagged tissues for a given TD between tagging
and imaging is given for a Ti of 500 msec, representative of the Ti of myocardium at a middle field strength of 0.3-0.6 T. Maximum tracking
times are achieved with 180#{176}pulses. Lengthening TR by acquiring images every second or third beat can also increase tracking time. HR
heart rate in beats per minute (6pm). (2) SD between tagged and nontagged regions versus TD between tagging and imaging is graphed for a

180#{176}RF tagging pulse and an average heart rate (HR) of 70 beats per minute (bpm), that is, an effective TR of 850 msec, assuming a Ti value

of 500 msec for myocardium. SD increases to peak value when null magnetization in the tagged region is reached and decreases thereafter.
SD can be made to persist for a longer time simply by acquiring data every other heartbeat, thus increasing effective TR. EB every beat,
EOB = every other beat.

a. b.

Figure 3. (a) Phantom in stationary mode. Three radial tags were generated, and phantom was imaged 300 msec later. Tags are visible as
dark stripes. Tags in cylindrical part of phantom are aligned with their counterparts in two slabs lateral to the cylinder. (b) Phantom in rotat-
ing motion. Note displacement of tags in the cylindrical part of phantom relative to their original location in stationary lateral slabs, thus
showing amount of intervening motion between time of tagging and time of imaging.
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where TD is the time delay between the
tagging RF pulse and the first 90#{176}pulse
of the imaging sequence, and 4 is the flip
angle of the magnetization vector
achieved by the selective tagging RF
pulse. Equation (2) also assumes that T2 is

short relative to TD or TR.
Imaging has to be performed before

equalization of signal intensity occurs be-
tween tagged and nontagged regions.
The SD between the two regions is a
function of TR, TD, Ti, and flip angle.
Some understanding of the relationships
of each of these variables to depiction of
the tags and to the time available for mo-
tion tracking with this technique is im-
portant. The computation of optimal flip
angle for maximum tagged-to-nontagged
tissue contrast for a given TD between
tagging and imaging at various TR values
and a Ti of 500 msec (an approximate val-

ue for Ti of myocardium at midfield

strength) is graphed in Figure 1. By vary-
ing the flip angle from 90#{176}to 180#{176},maxi-
mum contrast can be maintained to a

maximum TD equal to 0.69 Ti for a TR of
4 X Ti or more. Since effective TR de-

pends on heart rate, the maximum TD up

to which maximum contrast can be
achieved will vary somewhat from pa-
tient to patient, with tracking time being
shorter with faster heart rates. For most of
our experiments, a 180#{176}saturation pulse

was used to allow maximum tracking
times.

For 180#{176}saturation pulses, the signal-

intensity behavior of the tagged tissues is

identical to that on a conventional inver-

sion-recovery sequence, thus reaching
maximum contrast (assuming magnitude
reconstruction) when longitudinal mag-
netization is null and with decreasing

contrast before and after that time. In-
creasing tracking time at a given heart
rate can be achieved by acquiring data at
every other heartbeat (Fig 2).

Implementation

All experiments were performed on a
whole-body, iron-core resistive MR
imager (Rx 4000; Resonex, Sunnyvale,
Calif) operating at 0.38 T. At such a field
strength, the Ti relaxation time of myo-
cardium is about 500 msec and is long
enough for differential magnetization to
persist through a large part of the cardiac
cycle and allow adequate study of its con-
tractile phase.

Machine software was modified to al-
low independent control of each element
of the MR image-generation process. The
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Figures 4, 5. (4) Two triple-frequency, selective, 180#{176}RF pulses were generated 12 msec apart at mid diastole in a plane perpendicular to

the long axis of the heart. This separately tagged the base and apex with three 0.35-cm-thick parallel planes separated by 0.35 cm of non-

tagged tissue. The heart was then imaged 250 msec later at about mid systole in the long axis. Note the motion of the tagged regions relative

to their original location, indicated by the set of dark lines in the thoracic wall structures (arrowheads). Group of tag lines at base (solid ar-

rows) has moved toward the apex by 15 mm for the most basal line and by 10 mm for the most apical line. Degree of contraction of the mus-

cle is recorded by decreased separation between tag lines at the base compared with that between the apical tags. Group of lines at apex
(open arrow) demonstrates that most apical region of left ventricle has moved very little. This experiment demonstrates ability of the tech-

nique to identify and quantify the regional (base-versus-apex) motion patterns as well as intrinsic changes due to contraction (with tag-sepa-

ration measurements). (5) Two orthogonal sets of three-lobed RF pulses imposed at diastole have imprinted a gridlike pattern on the myocar-

dium. Imaging in the short axis of the left ventricle at early systole demonstrates intervening deformation and reorientation of the tag lines

relative to their diastolic position, indicated by the chest wall tags. Tags in the subcutaneous and epicardial fat are not demonstrated, because

of the shorter Ti relaxation time of fat.

critical features of the method are: com-

pletely arbitrary selection of orientation
and thickness for each tagging and imag-
ing section; independent prescription of
each RF pulse, including flip angle, spec-

tral width, and wave forms; arbitrary se-

lection of TDs between each tagging or
imaging section; and independent pre-
scription of as many tagging and imaging

sections as possible in the R-R interval.
Hardware modifications were not neces-
sary. To obtain a cross-sectional image of

the displaced tagged regions within the
heart, conventional multisection, spin-
echo imaging was performed in a plane
orthogonal to tagging planes after appro-
priate TDs. The original position of the
tags can be deduced from their imprint

on stationary structures such as the chest

wall. The most efficient imaging scheme
is to acquire multiple sections in the same

R-R interval at different locations and
TDs after tagging. Changing the order of

acquisition of the sections on later Se-
quences permits imaging of several
planes at multiple phases of the cardiac
cycle.

Experiments

Phantom studies-For validation pur-

poses, a series of experiments was per-

formed on a phantom made of a hollow
cylinder, 12 cm in diameter, filled with a

gelatin mixture approximating the relax-
ation times of myocardium. With the
drive mechanism of a Harvard injection

pump, the cylinder could be rotated at

speeds of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, or 1 rotation per

second. Stationary, rectangular plastic
containers filled with the same gelatin
were placed alongside the rotating phan-
tom to serve as fixed points of reference.

The phantom was first imaged when it

was not moving, to evaluate linearity and
definition of tags with varying imaging
values (Fig 3a). A series of images of the
phantom during rotation and at various

TDs was then obtained to evaluate accura-

cy in determining angular displacements,

with comparison of measured and expect-

ed values (Fig 3b).
Human studies-Eight healthy volun-

teers ranging in age from 18 to 36 years

with heart rates of 54-75 beats per minute

were examined after informed consent
was obtained. All studies were electrocar-
diographically synchronized, with the R

wave of the QRS complex as trigger. Tag-
ging, with 180#{176}selective RF pulses, was

performed 4 msec after the R wave. The

time of end systole was determined by

phonographic recording of the second

heart sound. All tagging and imaging sec-

tions were prescribed on the basis of a se-

ries of preliminary axial and right anteni-

or oblique views to determine the neces-
sary angles and offset values. Images

were acquired at different phases of the
cardiac cycle 30-500 msec after tagging.

Up to five spin-echo images per R-R in-

terval were acquired in a multisection
mode. The minimum intersequence delay
was 57 msec. Most images were acquired

with a matrix of 128 X 128 pixels, two sig-

nals averaged, a standard body coil with

30-cm field of view, and a two-dimen-

sional Fourier transform method. In se-

lected instances, a 256 X 256 pixel matrix

or four signal averages were used. Total

imaging time was 28-56 minutes, de-

pending on the number of phase-encod-

ing steps per image (128 or 256) and the

number of signals averaged (two or four).

RESULTS

Multifrequency RF pulses capable

of generating up to three simulta-

neous, parallel tagging planes were

successfully implemented. Minimum

achievable thickness of tagging

planes was 0.35 cm. Minimum time

per tagging section was 12 msec from

the center of the tagging RF pulse to

the center of the next tagging pulse.

Phantom measurements with a 128

x 128 matrix and a 23-cm field of

view, that is, 1.8 X 1.8-mm pixels,
demonstrated linearity of stationary

tags. This was determined with lin-

ear regression analysis of the values

of the x-y coordinates of a series of 15

points along the tag, measured at the

center of the area of signal void rep-

resenting the tags. A correlation coef-

ficient of .99 was found, with a con-

stant offset of 4 mm ± 2 between

prescribed and measured values,

probably due to a systematic maccu-

racy in calibration. No significant
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Figure 6. Radially oriented tagging with imaging in the short axis of the heart is demonstrated. Four radially oriented tagging planes are

generated at or near diastole followed by multisection imaging in short axis with acquisitions of five different anatomic sections in a single

R-R interval, 30-450 msec after RF tagging. This tagging scheme is well suited to tracking global, regional, and intrinsic rotational motion

around long axis of the heart. Three images obtained in early systole at base (a), middle (b), and apex (c) of the heart show global counter-
clockwise rotation of the heart as evidenced by displacement of myocardial tags. Note, however, that this motion is much more pronounced

in the inferior wall where a greater step-off of the tag line can be seen (curved arrow). There is also twisting of some intramyocardial tag

lines, especially in the inferior and left lateral wall (arrowheads), reflecting different degrees of twisting motion between subendocardial

and subepicardial regions. Depiction of such intrinsic patterns of myocardial contraction have not been possible without invasive methods.

displacement of the tags in the sta-

tionary regions of the phantom was

observed on successive acquisitions

with and without motion.

The minimum angular displace-

ment observed was 2#{176},with the

phantom rotating at 0.2 revolutions

pen second, corresponding to a linear

velocity of 7.5 cm per second at the

periphery of the 12-cm-diameter

phantom. No distortion of the phan-

torn image was seen at this velocity.

At 0.2 revolutions per second, a Se-

nies of images was obtained at in-

creasing TDs after tagging to study

angular displacements measured in

degrees. This was done with the line

defined by the center of the phantom

and the imprint of the tag on the sta-

tionary regions of the phantom as

reference, and the line defined by

the displaced tag and the center of

the phantom. Images with increasing

TDs up to 450 msec, in 50-msec incre-

ments, demonstrated increasing an-

gular displacement, and the mea-

suned values plotted against predict-

ed values fit to a line, Om 0.95 Op +

1.1. The correlation coefficient was

.98, and standard deviation was 2.8#{176}.

In these preliminary experiments,

a 128 X 128 matrix with pixel size of

1.8 X 1.8 mm was used to shorten im-

aging time requirements. With such

large pixels, the inherent uncertainty

of measurement is quite large, but

finer image matrixes with longer ac-

quisition times can easily be obtained

for more accurate studies.

With human subjects, three tag-

ging schemes were successfully im-

plemented. In two subjects, two sets

of three parallel 0.35-cm-thick tag-

ging planes generated with two mul-

tifrequency RF pulses 12 msec apart

in the short axis of the left ventricle

were followed by five sequential 1-
cm-thick long-axis images, each me-

quining 57 msec and equally distnib-

uted from 50 to 335 msec after tag-

ging (Fig 4). The amount of transla-

tion of myocardium, measured as the

distance between a given tag and its

original position at diastole (deter-

mined by the line passing through

the tags in the chest wall) was het-

erogeneous. Significantly greaten

basal than apical motion was demon-

stnated in these two subjects. When

end-systolic images were used, the

most basal tags translated toward the

apex by an average of 1.7 cm ± 0.4.
Tags located at a point midway be-

tween base and apex translated to-

ward the apex by an average of 0.8

cm ± 0.3, and apical tags translated

in a base-to-apex direction by 0.2 cm

± 0.2.

In one subject, a gnidlike tagging

pattern generated by two intersect-

ing triple-frequency RF pulses was

used (Fig 5). In the remaining five

subjects, four radially distributed tag-

ging planes were generated in 36

msec along the central long axis of

the left ventricle and were followed

after TDs of 0-550 msec by imaging

in the short axis (Fig 6). This distnibu-

tion of tags defines eight radial seg-

ments per section. Tags were clearly

seen 50-450 msec after tagging in the

myocardium but only 50-250 msec in

the epicardial fat as a result of the

shorter Ti of fat. As expected, tags

were not recognizable in the ventnic-
ulan cavity because velocity and tun-

bulence of flowing blood rapidly de-

stroys the integrity of the tags.
Angular displacement of the tags

at end systole, measured relative to a

reference line passing through the

centroid of the left ventricular cavity

and the imprint of the tag on station-

any structures such as the chest wall,

showed heterogeneous rotation with

increasing degrees of clockwise rota-

tion from base to apex of 0#{176}-20#{176}.Fur-

thermore, differences in the degree

of notation of epicardial and endocan-

dial points were demonstrated, irn-

plying a twisting motion during con-

traction of the ventricle. This twist-
ing motion pattern was more pro-

nounced at the apex. Differences in

degrees of notation and twist were

also observed within segments of the

same section with more motion in

the postenolateral and inferior walls

(Fig 6b, 6c). The preliminary nature

of this study focused on demonstrat-

ing the technical feasibility of the

method rather than on studying yen-

tnicular physiologic characteristics,

and the limited number of subjects

does not permit a firm interpretation

of these data. However, it appears

that the technique can demonstrate
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differential motion between myocan-
dial tissue layers heretofore not de-
monstrable without invasive mark-
ems. More experiments will be need-

ed to fully quantify and validate
these preliminary observations.

DISCUSSION

MR imaging is sensitive to motion

within the tested object, and a great
deal of effort has been directed to ex-
ploiting this property in the assess-
ment of blood flow (7-10). Tech-
niques of flow assessment with MR
imaging rely on two generic methods
of motion encoding, those based on

phase shifts exhibited by resonant

protons moving along magnetic-field
gradients and those based on disturb-
ing the magnetization, that is, tag-
ging a portion of the sample and re-
cording the passage of these partially
saturated protons at a later time and

in a different location, also known as

time-of-flight methods.
The method presented in this re-

port is akin to the tagging methods
used for blood flow studies. In blood,
turbulence and high velocity can
scatter the perturbed protons and im-

pair their recognition, whereas pro-
tons in heart muscle do not undergo

dispersion, thus enabling recognition
of the tags throughout the cardiac cy-

cle. In addition, unlike phase-shift

methods (11), tagging methods are

totally independent of the direction
of applied gradients, and any pattern
of motion can be recorded. Since the

pattern of motion of the rnyocardiurn
during the cardiac cycle is complex
and even in the normal heart in-
volves displacement along all three

coordinate axes, tagging methods

should be well suited to such studies.

The major goal of this report is to
demonstrate the feasibility of using

MR imaging to overcome uncertain-
ties in measuring diastolic-to-systolic
events because of the absence of suf-

ficiently distinctive anatomic yen-
triculam landmarks that can be neli-

ably tracked throughout the cardiac
cycle. Currently, nadiopaque metallic

markers or in situ measurement de-

vices such as microsonometers have

to be used when more accurate mea-

surernents are sought (5,6). In hu-

mans, they can be placed only during
clinically indicated surgery and in
limited numbers. Even with the usu-

al eight to ten markers, left ventnicu-
lan mass and regional wall motion

can only be approximated with crude
model-reconstruction methods and
arbitrary internal and external land-
marks (4,12). The versatility and to-

tally noninvasive nature of the meth-

od presented here should permit de-
tailed studies of the normal and
abnormal myocandiurn in both ani-
mals and humans with sufficient yin-
tual RF markers, even in regions

where physical markers or devices

cannot easily be implanted, such as
the ventricular septum. Variations of
the basic method are limited only by
the RF and gradient power-supply
requirements of the equipment.

As demonstrated in human sub-
jects, tag depiction was achieved to
450 rnsec at 0.38 T. Although this

time is shorter than the average R-R
interval, it is sufficient to study the
contractile phase of the cardiac cycle.

When necessary, tracking time can be

lengthened to encompass the entire

cardiac cycle by acquiring data at ev-
eny second on third heartbeat, thus
increasing effective TR. A unique ad-
vantage of the method is its ability to

display myocardial twist occurring
during contraction. In addition, more
accurate assessment of geometric
changes throughout contraction may

be possible, since identical myocardi-
a! regions can be compared from di-

astole to systole. This may prove use-
ful in reducing the large variability

and poor reproducibility of measure-
ments currently observed even be-
tween adjacent segments of the nor-

ma! ventricle (13).
Obviously, further technical ne-

finernents and data validation are me-

quimed before the exact impact of this

method can be ascertained. U
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